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Fluid control is a topic of concern for every patient on dialysis. In the study in this issue of CJASN titled “Evolution over time of hydration status and PD related practice patterns in an incident peritoneal dialysis patient cohort,” Van Biesen et al. (1) show how fluid control in patients on peritoneal dialysis (PD) usually improves over time, thereby decreasing mortality.

This study is especially relevant to me because of my own experience of PD, both ambulatory and automated, for a total of 7 years—2 years initiated in 1989 and then, 5 years initiated in 1998. I learned that controlling my fluid intake was extremely important, especially during the summer months.

My health care team allowed me latitude on my choice of solution concentrate. Normally, I was able to use a 1.5% concentrate, because I had learned how to meticulously control my fluid and sodium intake and never had much excess fluid on board. However, once in a while, I needed to use a 2.5% or 4.5% concentrate. I felt that determining the correct concentrate of dialysate was both a science and an art dependent on a number of variables.

I had received excellent training in how to do PD and how to choose the correct concentrate on the basis of weight gain, fluid retention, BP, and other factors. However, one important piece of information was missing from that training. My doctors and nurses never mentioned to me that my body composition and fluid retention could be affected during seasonal climate changes (I lived in New York state, where climate changes might be of relevance for the estimation of target weight, and seasonal pattern which may be of relevance for the estimation of target weight, and for the interpretation of longitudinal studies including estimates of BC” (2).

In light of my own observations of the relationship between climate and fluid retention, the results of the study immediately raised a question in my mind. Why did patients in Latin America have a different outcome than those from other regions included in the study? The other geographic regions had a decrease in inter-dialytic weight gain (IDWG) and systolic BP (SBP) during this season” (2).
How can we better manage volume overload in patients during seasonal changes? Van Biesen et al. (1) used bioimpedance spectroscopy to accurately determine volume overload before initiating PD and then, at regular intervals throughout the following months up to 3 years (the duration of the study). If this is an inexpensive way to monitor volume overload, I believe that it could greatly assist the health care team and the patient in their understanding and implementation of treatment protocols, especially during seasonal changes when fluid retention might otherwise be overlooked. Having additional tools to track and educate patients about real-time volume would allow clinicians to help patients better understand the factors that help or hinder volume overload and homeostasis.

Patients’ lives do not always follow a simple linear course. Every day, we adjust many factors to feel our best and enjoy being alive. The health care team is not living in their patients’ homes, and they cannot control the patient’s moment-to-moment choices necessary to have optimum health. The patient needs to have strong guidance at the beginning and then, be sent forward as an independent individual able to make informed choices about daily treatment protocols.
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